
CONCLUSION

After some sixty thousand words of analysis, it might be  hoped that

points had been made so that conclusions were obvious. However,

different perspectives can offer a variety of equally valid  interpretations.

For example, this writer produced a book that was the result of his

fascination with the built environment in Yemen as he saw it in the

'seventies. He offered a copy to a friend who lectured on earthquake

resistant structures and  who later commented: "Your book has been very

useful; I am using  it in my courses to show how houses should not be

built". Unfortunately those were prophetic words;1 but, until then, the

writer had limited his appreciation to the combination of form and

function which  he identified with  the excellence of Yemen's built

environment. The factor of risk that could be seen by one individual to

symbolise the audacity of a culture  was understood by another as the

impudence of the nescient. Likewise, the writer is aware that his own

conclusions reflect a professional background in other countries - namely

Portugal and Bahrain - where, in spite of all the obvious differences, he

found parallelisms with the situations experienced in Yemen. 

Throughout this study various dichotomies have been presented which

can function as either landmarks or tendential reference points in

charting an evolutionary process. Among these the "rural/urban"

dichotomy is paramount .

The last third of the 20th century has seen  urbanisation in Yemen

expressed in terms of demographic explosion and systematic building

production. The process appears quite explicitly as a distancing from

"mother earth" observed in the progression from earth dependency

towards  structural  self-support solutions. This may be  symbolised by
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such extremes  as cave  and skyscraper but it is also evident in building

tone and texture; and ultimately reflected in the attitudes of the

inhabitants regarding  their participation in the construction process.

Thus, the trends identified in Yemen have been associated with the

transposition of building from being a farmers' art to becoming a

merchants' industry. The Republican Revolution marked the turning point

with the introduction of alien technologies and a different social order. 

Until the Revolution the physical distinction between rural and urban

settlements was a matter of overall textural refinement, rather than

building density or size and structure of the individual buildings. Towns

were the seat of specialised craftsmanship and the natural field within

which it was applied. The differences in values were illustrated by the

usual anecdotes contrasting the customs of villagers and townsfolk.2

As society is urbanised, its production is  steered towards trade rather

than local self-sufficiency. The individual's time is purchased to be  spent

in the production of whatever goods and services are in demand, so that

payment can be made  for someone else to  provide for essential needs

and  acquired habits. Urbanisation, here, means the introduction of

money as the systematic intermediary between what is needed and what is

obtained. There is a large degree of contrast between this  and  the tribal

situation where wealth is measured in terms of land ownership rather

than money and  in which a landless man has the certainty that his fellow

tribesmen will provide the continuity of his support system.

The urban  dweller ceases to have direct contact with the earthiest

aspects and may even be repelled by them. Dealing with excrement may

be abhorrent to present day town dwellers but it has been  a natural quota

of the hardship of living and building  in the rural context. Dirt and dust

are part of the farmer's life and spatial experience and  only a humourist

or a poet would talk of dusty  zabur towers. Dust, however, is the plague

of the papers, computers, machines, glazed surfaces, and parlour room

knick-knacks required for the new urban spaces. 

Thus, dichotomies, such as rough/polished, dull/glossy, monochrome/

polychrome, illustrate the polar textural options that appeared to

characterise the process of urbanisation, associated to others applying to

means of production, such as hand-crafted/machine-made, and

acessibility, as in walking/driving. 
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Other dichotomies relate to ways of living and spatial organization. In

this way, for example, the dominant vertical in the organization of the

mountain house and settlement  reflects their environment as much as

the horizontal component does in the flat terrain of the Tihama. As

opposed to this, the new development of  towns occurs horizontally as

"urban sprawl" and urban high-rise buildings result from the stacking up

of horizontally organized individual dwellings.3

A variety of  new attitudes concerning the house and originating  in the

urban context has been described. At one extreme, the house appears

endowed with increasing individuality, distinguishing marks being made

more possible by the access to new products and technologies. At the

other, the tendency to uniformity is represented by governmental or

private efforts in which the inhabitants tend to be grouped into categories

expressed in terms of project cost and tenant income. Urbanisation, in

this way, equates with the control of site allocation and building quality,

secured by an agency beyond the builder's reach. 

It also means that construction is increasingly entrusted to

intermediaries. The number of intermediaries multiplies as building

becomes part of a process in which to build and occupy a house is no

longer a question of dealing directly with materials and people but with

the paper-work of a complex bureaucracy which, at times, appears as the

largest "industry" generated by the contact of developing societies with

modernity.

Yet, in the writer's experience, quality at the level of Yemen´s present

advancement cannot be guaranteed by regulation alone. There are "inner"

regulations which  grow within the culture of a country, based on

successive levels of contact and understanding. An experienced mason

has many more rules instilled within himself than has an apprentice but

may nonetheless  be oblivious of the formal regulatory process that

conditions the matter he is dealing with; yet, if both the regulation and the

mason are sound they will probably be in concert.  The opposite may also

be true:  finding ways of  going around or meeting the rules on their own

terms appears  to be  the key  to success for many entrepreneurs, rather

then the quality of their  wormanship. 

How can one formally regulate the skill of a mason erecting  eight-

storey mud or stone buildings? With the new materials, the stability of the
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Yemen". Traditional Dwellings: Case Studies in Different Cultures,Center for Environmental Design
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structure is safeguarded  by previous submission of schemes and

calculations, with  wide safety  factors intelligible to the bureaucrats who

approve them within the limitations of their accustomed technologies.

Yemeni  urban buildings after the 'seventies tend to be the same concrete

structures seen anywhere else, with stone applied as the epiderm or

cosmetic. 

As far as "traditional" building  is concerned, once the traditional craft

organizations lose control of the process of admission, professional

education and promotion of builders, the tendency experienced  elsewhere

by the writer has been to reduce risk by limiting various  parameters

including height. Eventually this contributes to the erosion of those

techniques and skills that allowed them to soar.

The writer felt the need of adding to conventional  nomenclatures, such as

"Yemeni",  invented ones, such as "Yemenist", to describe an attitude

involving the appreciation of the results of Yemen's cultural past and a

more or less declared dependence on the formal models thereby  created.

In this way, "Yemeni" is to mimesis, understood as being the assimilation

to the environment for structural and existential reasons, as "Yemenist" is

to imitation, namely  in the assimilation of former characteristics by copy

or interpretation resulting from an intellectual process.

The process of change in  the built environment of North Yemen is seen

as having a sequential component from mimesis through rupture to

imitation. Whether this will prove to be part of a cyclic process, only the

future and other more specialised disciplines will confirm. It is also up to

them to measure the entropy growth of a process whose magnitude is

indicated symbolically by aspects such as the increase of waste and the

decline of recycling.4

"Mimesis", "rupture", "imitation" could  easily be interpreted in terms of

contemporary architectural terminology as "pre-modernism", "modernism"
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4The question of "creative recycling" offers too wide a field to be explored in the context of this
study. Yet a few references are necessary  if for no other reason because of the frequency with which
they appeared to the  writer when he was looking at Yemen. On one hand, this was seen as part of an
attitude of cultural innocence, increasingly  lost with accessibility to objects for all functions thus
taking away from the users the need to fabricate them and the "eye" to discover the  potential re-use
of discarded materials. Abundance breeds indifference and wastefulness. On the other hand,
references come easily to mind from  the western  art  world  which has, at least since Marcel
Duchamp, given a use to rubbish as part of a purely aesthetic process. If the first "ready-mades"
could be seen as a somewhat ironical form of showing that beauty is in the eye of the beholder and
that a change of context may be enough to create an aesthetic object, contemporary artistic
tendencies, from Beuys to Tapies or Tinguely, have made it part of a highly expressionistic language.
Other western  attitudes are of a more terrain and utilitarian nature such as that illustrated by  hippy
comunes in the 'sixties where the rejection of the production system, the "establishment",  resulted in
original  solutions for individual dwellings. These might integrate discarded materials at the same
time that ways were being explored of working with natural materials  and without sophisticated



and "post-modernism". To this extent the conventions of modernism have

conditioned the formal grammar of industrialised construction introduced

by the Egyptians after the Civil War and ultimately represented by the

steel and glass "Yemenia building" in Sana'a. Yemen has however passed

from pre-modern (traditional, "yemeni") to post modern ("yemenist")

without experiencing definitive modernism, as recognised in the West and

expressed in "International Architecture".  As such,  modernism in Yemen

can be seen as but a sign of rupture.

In 1990 "yemenism" seemed to be as much a temptation for foreigners

attracted to the country as it was for the Yemenis themselves with their

pride in an architectural heritage. The notion of building "Yemeni" was

subjacent to the conscious efforts to create a new aesthetic language or

simply to use the most acceptable model. This appears to be a natural

process, characterised by a radical change in the choice of structure and

attempts to define texture.

Some of these buildings are versions of industrial building typologies,

such as flats or office buildings, which carried the familiar affectations of

neighbouring Arab countries. Their assimilation by local builders consists,

principally, of exchanging the cement rendering of concrete construction

for interpretations of traditional finishes. A local idiom appears to be

emerging which emphasises stereotypes such as arches, facing stone,

inlays and plaster screens, inherited from traditional techniques and

conventions, but which at the same time invents new applications as, for

example, in the production of metal doors and aluminium tracery. 

The major towns now present a composite image resulting from

building  quickly  and in a wide variety of materials to accommodate new

functions and social strata. At Ibb, for example, it is difficult to believe

that the culture which  created the  proportions and finishes of the pre

'sixties town,  is the same one that is building the chaotic, albeit colourful

settlement that has  mushroomed around it. 

The countryside shows another face. If one has money one builds in

solid stone. Otherwise cheaper materials, such as concrete block, have to

suffice and embellishment is a question of fancy rather than convention. 

In the work done by architects there may be attempts at a deeper

interpretation of the traditional vocabulary, not only because of their

natural impulse to create an original language, but also because they

recognise the need for new forms and typologies in the immediate present

and the near future. Among the new generation of Yemeni architects the

recognition of the excesses of speculative building and concern for
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national models appears associated with an idealistic search for a purified

style  bearing  comparison  with the past. Their attitude may be somewhat

nostalgic as when they talk of new concepts adapted from  the form and

arrangement of the Old City houses of Sana'a.5

Examples by foreign architects oscillate between perfunctory folklorism

created on  the drawing boards of  offices in their own country and the

more serious attempts at an understanding of local materials and  forms,

capable of being translated into a language consistent with the times. 

"Yemenism" is also concerned with economic investment in the expanding

tourist  industry. The country's built space is mainly responsible for the

attraction felt by western tourists and the international cultural scene.

Conservation and adaptative re-use of earlier structures are part of the

effort to retain their inspirational value.  This may therefore contribute to

maintain outward appearance as long as it is believed that it guarantees

the cash-flow from  visitors.

Associated as it may be with connotations of pastiche and superficial

imitation, "yemenism" has nevertheless already produced some sound

examples. Ideally, what is now happening might represent a transitional

period allowing time to re-establish and reformulate the basis of the

continuity of architectural expression in Yemen. 

Formal languages are being explored. Will there be an architecture

resulting from the past two decades as wonderful to the visitor as that of

the previous two centuries? Will the spontaneous manifestations of the

countryside ever seed a new decorative grammar and figurative

representation ever become part of Yemen's refined vocabulary? The

answer to these and other questions  is, at the present time, a matter for

speculation.

Traditional structural solutions, in spite of their virtues, cannot

compete economically with the increase in industrialised methods. Does

this mean that traditional materials will be exclusive to the rich urban  or

to the remote rural populations? Does it mean that there will be

aristocratic, middle class and popular levels of architecture in Yemen? The
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and Syrian teachers,  for whom the study of architecture could not stop at  Le Corbusier and Hasan
Fathy. 



twenty years spanned by this study appear to illustrate the tendency to go

from an architecture that betrayed no class distinction to a demonstration

of  status through architecture.  

In this way the art of building may no longer remain the homogeneous

representation of  the country's culture as it was before the Revolution.

Until then, academic distinctions such as "vernacular" and "erudite" could

not easily be applied. For some, the architecture of Yemen was completely

"vernacular";6 for others it would fall into  the definition  of primitive

architecture cited by Guidoni.7 Yet again for others,  it is just "Yemeni

architecture" since, seen from within, notions such as "vernacular" or

"erudite" are distinguishable8 but a homogeneous image is conveyed by

the country as a whole. 

The signs are  now apparent  of a possible fragmentation of this image.

The different types of building initiatives - entrepreneurial, architect-

designed and  "popular" - are developing  identities of their own. It is only

now that there may be reason to speak of the emergence of a "vernacular"

architecture, expressed  in the spontaneous manifestations marginal to

mainstream building production.
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6 The Encyclopaedia of Vernacular Architecture of the World, soon to be published by Blackwell
and Sons, includes Yemen globally in this category. In the guidelines for contributors  "vernacular
architecture" is accepted as a term that "has gained wide acceptance and embraces the various kinds
of buildings often termed 'traditional', 'primitive', 'indigenous', 'folk' or 'peasant'. These are self-built
or community- constructed building types that relate to the environment, resources, technologies,
economies and cultures of the regions in which they are found. They include both sacred and secular
buildings in rural and urban contexts."
7Guidoni (L'Architecture Primitve, Berger Levreault, Paris, 32-36) defines primitive architecture as
"the expression of the space activities of a pre-state society, which occupies a determined territory
and conserves a high grade of political and economic independence relatively to other neighbouring
societies." Vernacular architecture, on the other hand, represents the "expression of space activities of
a group that occupies a territory  in a plane  of economic and political subordination ...  which
carries the loss (or the permanence in latent state) of the primitve characteristics that are specific to
them ... The time of vernacular  architecture is linear and refered to the process of industrial
societies whereas that of primitive architecture is cyclic."
8Erudite architecture, in this context, is expressed especially  by the vocabulary or provenance of the
principal  religious buildings .



1Soon afterwards, in December of 1982, the earthquakes of Dhamar had the catastrophic
consequences already described. Yet the character of Yemen's buildings in themselves and in relation
to their environment cannot be contested. Earthquake resistance, a yardstick  as good as any by which
to measure the structural quality of buildings, seems once  to have been understood in Yemen, and
building without some form of  earthquake protection only  to occur  in areas of lesser risk. 
2 For example, a villager once told the writer that the speech of his village was more pure than
San'ani; the sounds were clearer and people  would  not use them to lie.
3See Varanda, Fernando."Horizontality and Verticality: Architecture and the Environment in
Yemen". Traditional Dwellings: Case Studies in Different Cultures,Center for Environmental Design

Research, University of California, Vol. 13. Berkeley, 1989, 33-43.

4The question of "creative recycling" offers too wide a field to be explored in the context of this
study. Yet a few references are necessary  if for no other reason because of the frequency with which
they appeared to the  writer when he was looking at Yemen. On one hand, this was seen as part of an
attitude of cultural innocence, increasingly  lost with accessibility to objects for all functions thus
taking away from the users the need to fabricate them and the "eye" to discover the  potential re-use
of discarded materials. Abundance breeds indifference and wastefulness. On the other hand,
references come easily to mind from  the western  art  world  which has, at least since Marcel
Duchamp, given a use to rubbish as part of a purely aesthetic process. If the first "ready-mades"
could be seen as a somewhat ironical form of showing that beauty is in the eye of the beholder and
that a change of context may be enough to create an aesthetic object, contemporary artistic
tendencies, from Beuys to Tapies or Tinguely, have made it part of a highly expressionistic language.
Other western  attitudes are of a more terrain and utilitarian nature such as that illustrated by  hippy
comunes in the 'sixties where the rejection of the production system, the "establishment",  resulted in
original  solutions for individual dwellings. These might integrate discarded materials at the same
time that ways were being explored of working with natural materials  and without sophisticated
technology to maximize comfort and reduce energy consumption. 
5In 1990  "traditional techniques" were not  part of the curriculum of the potential engineers and
architects being educated  at the Sana'a University. The wish  to have courses in Yemeni architecture
was emphatically conveyed to the writer by the small group of young Yemeni assistants of Egyptian
and Syrian teachers,  for whom the study of architecture could not stop at  Le Corbusier and Hasan
Fathy. 
6 The Encyclopaedia of Vernacular Architecture of the World, soon to be published by Blackwell
and Sons, includes Yemen globally in this category. In the guidelines for contributors  "vernacular
architecture" is accepted as a term that "has gained wide acceptance and embraces the various kinds
of buildings often termed 'traditional', 'primitive', 'indigenous', 'folk' or 'peasant'. These are self-built
or community- constructed building types that relate to the environment, resources, technologies,
economies and cultures of the regions in which they are found. They include both sacred and secular
buildings in rural and urban contexts."
7Guidoni (L'Architecture Primitve, Berger Levreault, Paris, 32-36) defines primitive architecture as
"the expression of the space activities of a pre-state society, which occupies a determined territory
and conserves a high grade of political and economic independence relatively to other neighbouring
societies." Vernacular architecture, on the other hand, represents the "expression of space activities of
a group that occupies a territory  in a plane  of economic and political subordination ...  which
carries the loss (or the permanence in latent state) of the primitve characteristics that are specific to
them ... The time of vernacular  architecture is linear and refered to the process of industrial
societies whereas that of primitive architecture is cyclic."
8Erudite architecture, in this context, is expressed especially  by the vocabulary or provenance of the
principal  religious buildings .
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